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IMMEDIATELY
BLACK HISTORY FILM, DISCUSSION
SCHEDULED SUNDAY BY KGVO-TV
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MISSOULA-A film and panel discussion on black history in Montana will be presented at
5

p~~·

Sunday,

Sep~.

14, on KGVO-TV, Missoula.

The movie focuses on the all-black

25th Infantry stationed at Ft. Missoula.in the 1890s and its historic 1897 bicycle
trek from Ft. Missoula to St. Louis, Mo.
The film, created by the Black Studies Department at the University of Montana
contributions
and Meta Films, is the result of a study of 1
of black people to the
settlement of frontier

Montan~.

Besides documenting portions of the history of black soldiers in Montana, the
film also features segments of the .reenactment of the 1897 journey to St-. Louis
which was undertaken by students of the UM Black Studies Department in the summer
of 1974.
The film presentation will be followed by a panel discussion on the teaching
and emphases of history.

Panelists will deal with questions such as:

What function does study of and access to history serve?

What is history?

Do groups have a right to

knowledge of their cultural history? Have historians traditionally overlooked or
ignored the experience of minority groups?

Do the public schools have an obligation
knowledge
What is the effect of )
of minority history on

to teach minority history?
knowledge
racism or of i
· of one's history on Self-image?

Faculty members from the University participating in the panel discussion will
include Dr. Ulysses S, Doss, chairman of black studies; Pferron Doss, lecturer in black
studies; Dr. Harry W. Fritz, assistant professor of history, and Dr. Ronald F. Perrin,
associate professor of philosophy.
Sunday's program was funded under a grant from the Montana Committee for the
Humanities, an organization which has home offices at UM. Copies of the film will be
loaned to interested individuals end groups free of charge by the MCH office, room
322 of Turner Hall at UM.

